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Most participants had complex housing careers—having moved home on average three times—however, they all enjoyed calculating their gains in terms of Profit 1 (and even as the difference between the value of their current home less the price of their first home): $5$

This represents the amount paid exclusively in interest charges over the mortgage term. Briefings No 7 May 2015. 2 of 4.

State intervention in housing in the UK preceded the development of the welfare state, but homelessness intervention lagged behind during a long period of welfare expansion and consolidation. This early period bequeathed a legacy of social democratic policies which had significantly reduced poverty and income inequality, improved housing conditions and introduced legislation to protect households from homelessness.
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Housing policy and the development of the housing system in Britain. The Wobbly Pillar of the Welfare State. Squalor - Lack of amenities i.e. few bathrooms, inside toilets, hot water systems etc. Advantages as a policy instrument politically advantageous midway between private enterprise and council renting steerable by combination of incentives and regulation financial advantages risk and responsibility transferred away from public sector able to borrow on private money markets and not impact on public spending Council and housing associations together known as social housing™ from 1990s.